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A R T IST S

HAGENHINDERDAEL

S A D I E C L AY T O N

Following their backgrounds in architecture and interiors, Sofia
Hagen and Lisa Hinderdael founded HagenHinderdael, a Londonbased collaborative practice focusing on lights, products, and
interactive installations. Sofia focuses on the creative conception of
HagenHinderdael’s interactive installations. An avid public speaker
with an engaging personality, she is responsible for the company’s
business development and marketing strategy and regularly represents
the studio at international design fairs and events. Lisa focuses on the
creative vision of HagenHinderdael’s lighting range. With an eye for
detail and delivery, she is responsible for turning the HagenHinderdael
ideas into reality – resolving the technical design of products and
providing the studio’s logistical management, whilst overseeing the
studios operations and finances.

Sadie Clayton is a fusion of races, places and spaces fusion fashion, art
and technology to form explosions of creativity. An artist known for
creating sculptures for the body - a fashion designer’, she has taken
her creativity away from the confines of the body and released herself
as a creator and innovator with no space too big or too small. Sadie
is inspired by headspace and everyone’s holistic journey, finding inner
stillness when the world around us is changing faster than ever before,
and she is passionate about bringing art within the reach of everyone
to interact with, learn from and be healed by. Sadie’s signature is her
work with copper, a healing and positive element, and her medium
of choice to translate and communicate an idea. She hand works
the copper to enhance and transform its properties, fascinated by
technology and the possibilities of combining artisanal techniques
with future vision - Sadie perceives no boundaries to creativity and
wants to share this sense of freedom with others.

Pairing product design with art, HagenHinderdael pursue a design
approach that explores the relationship of lighting and large scale
installations in inmersive environments. Creating statement pieces
that resemble architectural jewelry and capture natures’ geometric and
organic forms, the artists combine the mediums of glass, metal, wood,
and fabric with lighting. Merging ther abilities as designers with the
material knowledge and craftsmanship of local artisans and cuttingedge technology the artists produce elements and installations that
push the boundaries of engineering whilst bearing the incentive of a
continuous afterlife.
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Sadie has created a varied body of work to date, ranging from mini
sculptures designed as a part of her first collaboration with the first
ever humanoid robot - Sophia in Shanghai, and a second collaboration
with the first female robot artist Ai-Da at the Tate Modern, and larger
pieces which she has shown at Art Basel Miami and Singapore Design
Week. All these pieces are multifaceted and can be used as beautiful
ornaments or sculptures for the office or home, or converted into a
design for the base of a coffee table, a light fitting, a staircase. There
are no limits to the opportunities to exploring infinite space.
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D E W FA L L

EDEN

PHENOMENA

Venice Biennale, 2016
Budget: £80,000
Running Time: 6 Months

Belgravia, London, 2020
Client: Grosvenor Running Time: 2 Months

Phenomena S, 2020
Running Time: Permanent

Dewfall encases its users within a storm,
senses their interaction and engages with their
reaction. The atmospheric backdrop of mirrors
and darkness enhances the emotional state of
nature to infinity, allowing users to transcend
time, space, and existence. Dare to touch the
bigger drops and see the room come alive.

Creating a micro-ecosystem including an urban
forest and meadow, EDEN brings awareness to
a need to restore our relationship with nature
as our support system. Encouraging users to
plant seeds and immerse themseelves in a
forest, we celebrate the importance of natural
urban green spaces through an interactive
experience.

Mass bleaching due to rising sea temperatures
is vanishing our reefs. Celebrating the natural
forms of reefs and bringing awareness to their
ongoing global extinction, PHENOMENA is an
interactive installation in the entrance lobby
of a commercial building in London. Standing
beneath illuminated structures, users will be
immersed in a bubble coral reef.
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SPIRO for Grosvenor Group

Public installation in Belgravia

2019

ISLA Picnic for Wallpaper Handmade,
Salone del Mobile, Milan.

Collaboration with Design Haus Liberty, Yerra Rugs
and Wallpaper for Milan Design Week

Teardrops for Cartier in London, Mexico,
and Shanghai

Feature installations for the VIP retail selections of
Cartier stores worldwide

‘Simorg’ at Cardiff Stadium

Lighting Installation for public entrance

SinToho Teardrops, Four Seasons Kuwait

Feature Teardrops in the VIP restaurant

2018

2016

‘Nebula’ at Kate Spade New York, Regent St

Window Display for RIBA Windows event

‘Dewfall’ at Venice Biennale
Palazzo Bembo, Venice, Italy

Time Space Existence installation in collaboration
with DJ Liberty, Artliner and Harvey&John

2015

‘Mercury’ at South Bank Tower, London

Installation for private viewing platform on 39th and
40th floor overlooking South Bank. @ CIT London

2014

‘The Pour’, New York City

Teardrop Chandelier for Private Client in Tribeca

‘Aquadocks’ for Mayor of London

RIBA 2nd Prize and Exhibited at Somerset House,
London, UK
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A selection of projects: The Ivy Copper Christmas Tree / Tate Modern / ING Mall Galleries / Pantone / Adobe / Fendi / BBC Radio 4
A selection of projects : The Ivy Copper Christmas Tree / Tate Modern / ING Mall Galleries / Pantone / Adobe / Fendi / BBC Radio 4
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“Patients requiring major surgery
aren’t able to have it.”
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O P T I ONS

PSYCHOLOGY OF FEAR

“Patients with chronic disease are
decompensating. Those who often visit for
symptomatic relief aren’t getting treatment.”

- Cancer Research UK
- Nuffield Trust

REDUCED ACCESS TO CARE

“In the context of the COVID-19
pandemic, the distinct capacity of
trusted community members for social
engagement and delivering care where
it is needed is ever more critical.
- World Health Organisation

As COVID-19 put pressure on hospital beds,
treatments for life-saving surgeries and lifesaving drugs are being put on hold. With a
reduced access to these, patients are feeling
anxious and unsure of their outlook on life.
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Visits to emergency departments fell by 29%
in March and 57% in April. As people’s fear of
catching the virus in hospital increases, people
are not traveling to get essetnial care. We
need a solution to create home treatment that
is safe and reliable.

Initial conversations via phone and video are
the new norm. But this is not only increasing
workloads, but a lot of symptoms are going
undiagnosed as a result.
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Looking at the increasing psychological impact
of COVID-19 on our mental health alongside
the reduction in critical treatments that could
be administered at home, we have developed
EMBRACE.
Made of copper which has inherent hygienic
and sanitisation qualities, we re-think how to
make receiving treatment at home in a SAFE
HAVEN. Where tactility and comfort bring a
sense of UPLIFT and REJUVENATION.
Distinctly curvilinear in shape, with intricate
copper detailing to hold each element
together, EMBRACE comes in two sizes : Shield
and Cocoon.
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PR OPE R TI E S

SPIRITUAL

HEALTH

ENVIRONMENTAL

- increases energy flow

- repairs tissue

- viruses survive less time on copper surfaces
than any other surface

- deflects negative energy

- eases arthritis

- stone for good luck

- joint stiffness

- amplifies thoughts

- joint with iron it forms red blood cells

- antimicrobial material
- durable and corrosion resistant
- FULLY recyclable
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SHIELD

SHIELD acts as a versatile face mask or a
beautiful fashion accessory : bringing comfort
to the psychological impact of COVID-19 on
patients.
Carefully crafted to create a sense of embrace,
SHIELD has openings to see outward whilst
providing a layer of security.
It can act as a comfort blanket for patients
and nurses to speak to one another whilst still
having their faces covered. And its elegant
form with intricately detailed copper weaving
also makes it a statement fashion accessory for
patients and nurses alike.
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COC OON

Allowing patients to look outward and
receive natural light, nurses can visit homes
to administer care in an immersive copper
environment that naturally heals and provides
psychological comfort to the patient.

A

D

Cleaned between each use, COCOON is easily
assembled and can be both a permanent
sculpture in a home for long-term care patients,
or folds down to be packaged away into an
emergency care vehicle for day-to-day care.
B

Creating a sustainable and healthy sanctuary
for each patient in the comfort of their own
home.
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Assembly Diagram : 4 Components

Studies

Details
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THANK YOU
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DISCLAIMER
This document and the ideas incorporated herein, as
an instrument of professional service, is the property of
HagenHinderdael and Sadie Clayton and is not to be
used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever, in whole
or in part for any other project without prior written
permission from HagenHinderdael Ltd and Sadie
Clayton Limited.
For more information please contact:
sofia@hagenhinderdael.com
lisa@hagenhinderdael.com
s.clayton@sadieclayton.co.uk

